
English B

SECTION C PROSE FICTION

Answer ONE question in this section.

You MUST state the title of any books you refer to in your answer.

EITHER

7. ‘Writers encourage their readers to empathise with their MAJOR characters that is. to feel with
them and to see things from their point of view’

To what extent can this statement be applied to the MAJOR character in ONE West Indian and
ONE non\Vest Indian novel you have studied? (25 marks)
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Question 7 — ProseFiction

This is a Type B question hich requires candidates to compare two novels (one West Indian

and one non—West Indian). This is a question that broadly demands that a candidate demonstrates

a conifortable level of synthesis. This means that the candidate’s response is expected to

demonstrate that he/she understands well the notion of empathy and is able to not only identify

instances of empathy hut recognise the writer’s technique to evoke this feeling of empathy. In

addition, the candidate is expected to offer appropriate examples of situations in which the reader

is drawn into such empathy and draw on his/her ar umentative skills to ascertain how limited or

extensively such empathy is evoked. Very importantly too, this question asks candidates to

compare/contrast the use of techniques in evoking empathy and how the novelists treat the issue

in terms of the nature of the empathy explored.

The candidate is expected to use relevant and adequate content and relevant and accurate

examples to support his/her argument. It is also expected that the essay will he organized in

coherent paragraphs that fluently transition from one idea to the next, with appropriately written

introduction and conclusion, and that the appropriate grammatical and mechanical conventions

are observed.

Candidate’s Response to Question 7

in this response the candidate uses 7cc Edgell’s Beka Lamb and BalTy Hines’ A Kestrel for a

Knave. This candidate demonstrates a good grasp of the question and brings together both texts

well by affirming in the opening paragraph of the essay that empathy is evoked for both Toycie

and Billy, given the situation (settings) of home and school that both characters have to confront.

Immediately, the candidate’s ability to insightfully spot similarities is evident. These situations

among other factors are introduced to us as the basis on v hich the candidate argues that readers

are drawn to empathise with both characters.

The first character dealt with is Toycie whose situation the candidate effectively outlines. Details

of her family history such a— her being without parents. her physical conditions at home, and her

situation in relation to I3eka’s, which was much better. are argued to possibly lead Tovcie to

feeling intertor. By doing this the candidate does tn o important things. First, the basis of the

em.pathy is established through drawing on accurate cx amples/descriptions from the text. The

candidate then draws on these details to establish a reasonable basis for Toycie’s future actions.

This allows us to recognise the insight of the candidate who is taking us through a process of

reasoning which will allow us to understand whs To cie is deser ing of empathy.

The catididate conti.nues by suggesting that Toycie could have been left with feelings of

inferiority given her home situation, to be in a relations.hip with Emilio whom the. candidate

argues is supp.nsed to represent some “type of eievation’. Th.e candidate argues that E.milio cives

nor Live ans.I attention and her to beau mina oresnant. it is evident the candidate



engages in a coherent process of reasoning and progressively builds an argument for empathy.
The candidate focuses us on her unstable home environment which leads to her feeling inferior,
her involvement with Emilio who exploits her, her subsequent pregnancy, then her failure to
cope with the pregnancy because of lack of support and previous education and preparation for
life, her expulsion from school and finally, her resulting death. These details are discussed not
simply as a string of events in the text but are insightfully and deliberately positioned to build an
argument for empathy for Toycie. The candidate does very well to draw our attention to the fact
that Toycie’s situation continues to worsen and argues that readers “are left in greater despair”
when she goes insane. So far this candidate has demonstrated a clear understanding of the text,
the basis of human empathy which is an understanding of life and how as humans we are drawn
into understanding and sharing with others because of these experiences. More importantly, this
candidate has demonstrated a capacity to synthesise his\her understanding of life with the
experiences of characters in a novel to meaningfully respond to a question in such a mature way.

The candidate does much of the same in responding to Billy in A Kestrel ftr a Knare. He is
described as a boy of fourteen in a dysfunctional family. This situation is argued by the candidate
to lay the foundation for “a hopeless future for Billy”. In the first paragraph which deals with A
Kestrel for a Knave, the candidate establishes an appropriate basis for empathy with Billy and
goes on to include relevant details to support this position. This certainly prepares us for empathy
as the groundwork is very well laid. By further outlining details of mostly uncaring teachers and
a generally hostile school environment which does not cater to his needs, the candidate affirms
that we see why he resorts to a kestrel hawk for his best friend”. By drawing Ofl a string of
relevant details, the candidate leads us to understand why empathy is in order for Billy who, like
Toycie. is argued to experience a state of psychosis when his best friend, the hawk is killed by
his brother.

In response to both texts, the candidate highlights and describes the situations of the two
characters as presented by the authors and by so doing argues that the presentation of details of
the authors allows the reader to empathise with both characters. Similarities are highlighted in
the use of detailed descriptions, the hopelessness of both characters, the state of hopelessness and
psychosis experienced by both characters and ultimately the evoking of a similar response of
empathy for these characters given the difficult circumstances they faced as teenagers.

In a well-argued summar that explicitly brings both characters together, the candidate
appropriately concludes that both characters aspired for better hut were hindered by the
circumstances of their situations which understandably overwhelmed them both. Drawing on
details from the text. this candidate used relevant and accurate examples to support his/her use of
adequate and relevant content to respond well to this question. The clear and logical flow of the
argument developed by this candidate is exemplary and is indicative of one who knows how to
build and sustain an argument. The essay is well oruanized. the lancuace used is very good and
the mechanics of writing. sound.


